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The “Language of Thought” Hypothesis

Classical cognitive science:

Cognitive capacities are systems of computational procedures that 
operate over domains of symbols to produce behavior

i.e. cognition in general has the formal structure of language 
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The Fodor & Pylyshyn Formula

Higher-order cognition is:

Productive: In certain (but not all) domains, there is “discrete infinity”

Systematic: Cognitive representations are systematically linked to one another in virtue of what constituents 
appear in them

Roughly, algebraic closure of the alphabet under the operations of the “grammar”: if Mary loves Kevin is a 
sentence, then Kevin loves Mary is also a sentence

Compositional: There are semantic relations between representations that depend on the constituents appearing 
in them

E.g. 
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Implications of F&P
● Cognitive theories ought to be able to satisfy F&P’s “benchmarks”
● They go further & conjecture that any cognitive theory that satisfies the 

“benchmarks” are necessarily isomorphic to those systems

Questions raised for neural models:

● How would these symbolic systems be realized in neural models? (the 
Implementationalist Question)

● Are there phenomena that symbolic theories do not cover, or that are more 
cumbersome for them to cover relative to non-symbolic alternatives? (the Symbolic 
Describability Question)
○ E.g. similarity relations, analogies, prototype effects, etc
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Roadmap

● Connectionist solutions to the Fodor & Pylyshyn criteria
● Properties of some binding operators
● Quasi-compositional phenomena
● Harmony Maximization: a framework for noncompositional 

computation
● 3 models:

○ Gradient Graphs
○ Harmonic Memory Networks
○ Spatial Attention Networks
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Symbolic systems 
in neural systems

Classical responses to the F&P 
framework: Provide explicit 
mechanisms that satisfy the 
three criteria

The goal: provide explicit 
mechanisms that account for the 
F&P properties

Vector Symbolic Architectures

Proposals for systems that operate  over vectors and 
derive the F&P properties 

General framework:
There are sets of symbols (fillers) and roles, and a 
binding operation that combines them into pairwise 
associations

There is a coupled unbinding operator that is used to 
extract parts of the assembled structure

Add appropriate algorithms and:
⇒ Yields the Language of Thought properties
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Binding models

● Tensor Product Representations/TPRs (Smolensky 1990, applied in e.g. Schlag 2018)
○ Binding: tensor product
○ Unbinding: dot product with structural role vectors
○ Gives exact retrieval of the vector associations but in a large representation

● Holographic Reduced Representations/HRRs (Plate 1995, applied in e.g. Nickel 2015, 
NENGO)

○ Binding: circular convolution
○ Unbinding: circular correlation
○ A kind of “compressed” tensor product
○ The binding has the same dimension as the inputs, but recovery is only approximate
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Noise term 
(HRR approx)



On the relation between HRRs and TPRs

● Why are HRRs “good” binding mechanisms?
○ Theorem: The circular correlation tensor is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the circular 

convolution tensor.
■ Corollary: Correlation provides an optimal reconstruction of a TPR that is encoded into 

a smaller space by the convolution tensor

● HRR computation stream:
○ Take the TPR of a structure that is bound
○ Compress the TPR using the forward map (convolution)
○ Retrieve the optimal approximation of the original TPR using the correlation map
○ Do standard standard TPR operations (unbinbing using dot product) to process the structure
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Quasi-compositional phenomena
● Copredication:

○ Dinner was tasty but took forever.
■ [Dinnersubstance] was tasty but [dinnerevent] took forever

● Coercion:
○ Julie enjoyed the book.

■ ⇒ Julie enjoyed reading the book.
○ The goat enjoyed the book.

■ ⇒ The goat enjoyed eating the book.

 

Physical substance type

Informational content type

Event type

adapted from (Asher 2011) 
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Harmony Maximization: “supracompositional” 
computational component

Cognitive representations resemble a “Language of Thought” as a first approximation

● Core compositional operations take constituents of a structure and combine them using 
systematic operations

● A recurrent neural network optimizes the representation on the basis of a Harmony function
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Core Harmony Faithfulness

 

Optimize this (hidden layer state vector)

Compositional input rep

￼￼

Harmony surfaces

￼



“Books” in an HMax network

 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1tTpEpceRF5VFSh4va8xS_YgCY_9_F7XO/preview


Problem Domain:

Knowledge Base 
Completion
Take a database of facts 
and generalize the 
database to new facts Generic strategy: Embed entities and 

relations, and design a function that 
takes the embeddings & combines 
them systematically to derive a score
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￼

⇒ Removing this premise 
makes the inference 
nondeductive



Gradient Graphs 

Application of the mechanisms of Harmonic Grammar (compositional 
assembly + optimization of the compositional representation) to KBC

Basic proposal:

Use an array of composition functions to build representations of knowledge 
base entries

Augment the compositional representations with a semantic optimization 
function that subjects the compositional representations to learned constraints
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(Lalisse & Smolensky 2019)



Gradient Graph 
Network

Three-layer neural model:

Embedding layer

Feedforward composition 
layer

Recurrent optimization 
layer

Compositionally 
obtained triplet rep

Semantically 
optimized (token) 
embedding

Base component 
embeddings
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GG Composition 
Functions

Three multilinear 
functions of the entity & 
relation embeddings
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Harmonic Tensor Product Representations

Harmonic Elementwise Multiplication 
(DistMult in Wang 2015)

Harmonic Circular Correlation 
(HolE in Nickel 2015)

￼



Results
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DistMult: Elementwise 
multiplication (Yang 2015/ Kaldec 
2017)

HHolE/Correlation (Nickel 2016)

Tensor Product 
Representations

￼

Un-optimized (purely compositional)

TPRs:
Opt > No-opt

HRRs:
Opt > No-opt

  

HRRs: Best models overall



Optimized triplets
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Obama starts close to 2 Dem 
Senators, his SecState

Post-opt: only 
presidents

Gore starts close to presidents No presidents
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￼
Optimized triplets Already prototypical example

Neighborhood stays the same

Moves nearer to Musicians-who-were-also-DJs



Harmonic Memory Networks

In GGs, we took the representations of constituents to be atomic (i.e. there is 
no explicit internal structure to the learned embeddings)

Harmonic Memory Networks introduce compositional structure directly into 
the embeddings

The framework: Entities are represented as memory states 
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With Paul Smolensky 
& Eric Rosen



Harmonic Memory Networks

Gradient Graphs: Compositionality + HMax, but representations of constituents are 
treated as atomic

Harmonic Memory Networks: Add compositional structure to the representations of the 
entities themselves using filler-role binding operations

Framework: Entities are represented as memory states composed of pairwise 
bindings of entity and relation vectors.

Related to Graph Convolution methods (Shichtkrull 2017, Dettmers 2018) and recent 
Graph Attention Networks (Nathani 2019)
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Representing Entities

Target: a memory state that includes all the links relevant to a given query

Scoring function for each neighborhood link, with the function depending on the query

Bind the entity and relation vectors in the neighborhood, and then take a weighted sum of 
all of the bindings
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HMem Architecture
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Score neighborhood entries →  Compute bindings → Sum weighted bindings → Outputs MemState

Compute Weight Matrix (from MemState) → Optimize rep



Inference
After optimization, the memory state should include new neighborhood entries that 
answer the query

We decode these using the corresponding unbinding function 

“Is steppe_wolf a type of canine?”

If yes:
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Results

Non-compositional 
(implicit binding) 
models perform best 
on Freebase

WordNet: Best Model is TPR with HMax 

SOTA

HRR

TPR



Implicit vs Explicit Binding

Implicit > Explicit Binding only for 
entities with small neighborhoods

Why? Embeddings with large 
neighborhoods have more training 
instances, but represent more 
superpositions, meaning more 
intrusion during unbinding

￼

The optimal embedding of the memory is 
a weighted sum of ALL the neighbor TPRs

 

(learned embeddings)



Scalability considerations

Compositional entity representation allows the model to obtain representations for entities 
that did not occur in training ⇒ generalization to novel entities

2 new datasets:  WNGen and FBGen:
Subsets holding out all triplets
involving a set of test entities

Results:

Performance improves smoothly as more 
triplets are added to the observed 
subgraph--system extensibility w/out retraining



Spatial Attention Networks

Tensor Product Representations have an implicit spatial structure defined by 
the coordinates of the involved vectors

SAN input structures: 3-way tensor products of entity and relation vectors

⇒ 3d volumes with 3 spatial coordinates

Can this spatial structure be used as an organizing principle for knowledge 
representations?
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Spatial attention modules: Output attention distributions on the TPR components

TPR module: The triplet representation

Attention-modulated 
TPR
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Conclusion

29Learned Attention Distributions
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Results
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WN18RR (“challenge” subset of WordNet)

New dataset 
assembled from 

WikiData 

SAN outperforms TPR on 
the Companies dataset

Baseline symbolic 
model (inverse 
relations)

TPR & SAN both 
outperform the 
SOTA on WN18RR



 

Shared color-acc 
magnitudes

Spatial arrangement of features
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Accuracy (MRR) when placing the 
searchlight at each point on the 
entity1-entity2 grid

3-way TPR: diffuse & lower accuracy 
distribution (highly distributed 
representations)

SAN Network: High accuracy in local 
regions. Relation-specific information 
tightly localized (semi-localist rep)



Conclusion
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● Explicit binding models provide an implementationalist account of 
symbol-processing in neural networks (+ similarity & other properties 
tough to capture in a symbolic model)

● When non-compositional processes come in—e.g. interactive 
meaning-modulation in coercion/copredication—we can use mechanisms 
like Harmony Maximization to modulate the representation

● Each of the models presented operates at the SOTA for knowledge base 
representation

● We hope this work brings attention & interest to classical binding models 
as candidates for cognitive theories



More searchlights
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HRRs & TPRs (the full pipeline)
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